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Front Room Launched
Four years ago, when their
branch wound up, remaining
members of the T&GWU 6/153
branch met to decide what to do
with their remaining balances.
Always having been an active
branch they didn’t have
fantastic reserves but out of
what they did have they
decided to donate £7,000 to
the Library.

The Library felt it important that
the branch should be
remembered because during its’
heyday in the 1970s and 80s the
Chloride T&G branch was,
without doubt, the trade union

and support to other trade
unions, nationally and
internationally, as well as
involving themselves in many
international freedom
campaigns.

For our part we didn’t want
to just spend the money
anonymously. We wanted to
mark the donation in a
tangible way, and equally
create a lasting tribute and
memory to what had been a
remarkable trade union
branch.
After discussions with
branch representatives we
decided to convert one of the
rooms formerly used by the
Ann-Marie Humphreys, Salford Assistant Mayor, responsible for Culture,
local MP into an informal
with branch members led by the last convenor Alan Ogden on the left.
drop in, to be known as ‘The
Front Room’ where
informed researchers can sit,
To learn from history you don’t
branch that set the standard for
browse and relax whilst getting
all workers in the Salford area, if have to go back too far in time or
some idea of our collection from
space. We can all learn a lot
not the whole of Greater
wall displays and reading
from the Chloride workers
Manchester.
material on the shelves. If
example.
anyone is feeling thirsty we’re
They were the best organised
happy to put the kettle on.
And don’t forget, whenever the
and most disciplined group of
Library is open to visitors the
workers and this was reflected
On hand to assist in the formal
room is there to be used. Have a
in
the
superior
pay
and
working
opening was one of our
look at Wigan school student
conditions
they
won
from
their
Trustees, Lynn Collins, Regional
Megan Olivier’s video about us
employers. Successful as they
TUC Secretary and her
too - it’s great.
were
within
the
factory
they
predecessor, Alan Manning,
were not inward looking and
who had been around when the
So why not pop in and have a
were
always showing solidarity
branch was most active.
browse and make yourself at home.

From
The

Collection
Our T Shirt Collection
The Library’s not just about books,
the fabric collection includes
ties, badges, rosettes and
ribbons, flags, pennants, tea
towels, scarves, handkerchiefs,
etc.

organisations such as NALGO
or the Anti Racist Alliance and
we currently have an Anti-Nazi
League t-shirt on our
mannequin in the Reading
Room.

And part of the collection are
85 T-shirts and sweatshirts.
The majority of which are
campaign-related. So, as you
would expect, we have tshirts in support of the
Birmingham Six, the
Wapping Strikers, the
1984/85 miners’ strike, antiprivatisation, defend the
NHS, and most other major
campaigns since T-shirts
became popular.

A majority of the t-shirts have
come to us as part of larger
donations or as one offs, but in
2009 we were given a collection
of 16 campaign t-shirts by the
musician and
campaigner Aidan Jolly.
Many of these were
given to him when he
played at benefit gigs
and were then worn by
him at subsequent gigs but he assured us that
they were washed before
he donated them to us.
All of the collection has
now been photographed
and catalogued and can
be found by searching
our online catalogue at
wcml.org.uk/catalogue

Also in the collection are Tshirts from a wide range of
trade unions and other

Album Finds a New Home
Another spin off from the local
Tory attack on the Library.
Having read the article in the
Observer Sally Swift thought
that we were the ideal home for

a treasure that had been in her
family since the 1920s. Her
grandparents Melanie and
William Moody were keen longterm members of the Salisbury
Labour Party and Co-operative
Movement, and Melanie
compiled an autograph book
with signatures mostly taken
from letters addressed to the
Moodys in relation to Labour
Party matters.
The names are a veritable Who's
Who of the early 20th century

Labour Party, George Lansbury,
Ramsay MacDonald, Margaret
Bondfield, A.A. Purcell, and
many more. Even Oswald Mosley
makes an appearance, from the
time when he was a Labour Party
member and then MP.
As a sample this is the signature
of one of our first women MPs
Ellen Wilkinson.
You’re welcome to pop in and
look through the album at any
whenever you’re in the Library.

Unlocking Ideas Worth Fighting For
A project to make links between
the Library collections and those
at the People's History Museum
(PHM), finished in July. Funded
by the Esmée Fairbairn
Foundation, the project ended
with a finale exhibition at the
Library which it is hoped will be
temporarily installed at the
PHM later this year.

articles highlighting treasures
from the two collections and
making connections between
them, and this will stay up on
the Web at
www.unlockideas.word
press.com so that
people can continue to
benefit from the
project.

The successful project featured
themed Reading Days at
WCML; objects from the Library
loaned to PHM for handling
sessions there; and mentions of
the Library in the PHM's
permanent displays,
encouraging visitors to come on
up the road to see us too. The
project blog has some great

The final Unlocking
Ideas event was a 24hour 'hackathon' when
campaigners, artists
and techies came along
to Salford's Islington
Mill to think about
what the next
generation of protest
tools might look like.
Ideas included Hands
Up!, a smartphone app aimed
at helping people link up with
others with a similar
campaigning interest There
was also an idea for software
which collates comments
linked to various online articles
and turns them into dialogue to

create an agitprop play. And a
third came up with an aid to
effective and successful
organising for activists.

Many thanks to Chris Burgess
and Catherine Robins, the two
workers on the project, for
making so many good new links
between ourselves and PHM
and for spreading the word
more widely about the amazing
collections we both hold.

Dr. Who and the Communist
The Library's Unity Theatre
collection includes a pamphlet
published in 1961, to mark the

25th anniversary of the Theatre,
entitled ‘Here is Drama - Behind
the Scenes at Unity Theatre’. It
was written by Malcolm Hulke
its production manager in the
1950s and early 1960s.
Malcolm was a successful
writer for TV, radio and the
theatre from the 1950s to the
1970s. He was a socialist,
belonging for a time to the
Communist Party of Great
Britain. His work includes
scripts for The Avengers,
Crossroads and for Doctor
Who, for which he is best
remembered.
Malcolm's serials for Doctor
were The Faceless Ones (1968),
The War Games (1969), The

Silurians (1970), The
Ambassadors of Death (1970),
Colony in Space (1971), The Sea
Devils (1971), Frontier in Space
(1973), and Invasion of the
Dinosaurs (1974). This last dealt
with the issues of threats to the
environment. The Doctor says
at the end “It’s not the oil and
the filth and the poisonous
chemicals that are the real
causes of the pollution…It’s
simply greed”
Couldn’t agree more.
We mustn’t forget, of course,
that Dr Who actually visited to
Jubilee House in the guise of
Library supporter and actor
Christopher Eccleston - and on
the left is the proof.

Trade Union Support
We’ve been working hard
recently approaching trade
unions and branches who are
not yet friends and supporters
of the Library. We are also
trying to get our heads round
the massive reorganisation of
Unite which has seen many of

Red Rope, the Socialist Walking
and Climbing Club emerged in
London in 1979/1980. As with
all such ventures, it was initially
a small network of socialists
who happened to enjoy hillwalking and climbing. It was
the late-20th century version of
such earlier Labour Movement
organisations as the Clarion
Club and the Workers Sports

our old branch friends
disappear. Hard work brings
success with donations in excess
of £8,000 coming in in the last
quarter, as high as we’ve ever
had for a single 3 month period.
Welcome new friends from

ASLEF, the Chartered Society of
Physiotherapy, branches of
NUM, NUT, UCATT, Unite and
USDAW. We hope you stay with
us for a long time. In addition
we’ve had continuing support
from FBU, URTU, Unity and
branches of CWU, FBU, GMB,
NASUWT, NUJ, NUT, UNISON,
Unite and 4 trades councils.
Once again a big thanks to you all.

Federation. Word about Red
Rope got around quite quickly
and it soon established itself as
a club with a membership of 300
across the UK.

the 1980’s to the early 2000s.
Digitisation has now become
the preferred tool and so this
remarkable archive has been
entrusted to the care of the Library.

Thanks to the fortuitous
continuity of membership of a
handful of members who
founded the club and have
remained active in the club's
running ever since, there is a
full set of paper based key
documents generated within
the club over the period from

The Club is still very much alive
if you’re interested. Catch them
at http://www.redrope.org.uk/

WSPU
Gem
The Library has been
given a real gem - the
minutes of the Rochdale
branch of the Women's Social
and Political Union, the
organisation founded early last
century in Manchester by the
Pankhursts and other
campaigners for women to get
the vote. The minute book dates
from May 1907 and continues
until November 1915.
Included in the minutes is a list
of nearly 50 members and
women friends who attended
the “monster demonstration” on
21 June 1908 later to become
known as ‘Women’s Sunday,,
when between 200,000 and

300,000 women gathered in
Hyde Park for what was then
the biggest political rally to be
held in the park. We’ve given
you a glimpse of the page
heading here.
On 12 June 1913 the minute
book records that a special
meeting was held to “consider
the matter of sending delegates
to represent Rochdale at the
funeral of Miss Emily Wilding
Davison [trampled to death by
the King's horse at the Derby]
who had laid down her life in
the cause of women” and it was
decided to send three women,
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along with flowers.
We are extremely grateful to the
donors of this minute book
which will be added to our
collection of suffragette material
which includes photos, books,
the journal Votes for Women,
and a badge presented to Lillian
Forrester a woman who had
been imprisoned for damaging
the glass paintings in
Manchester Art Gallery in a
Suffragette protest in 1913. Why
don’t you come and have a look.
You never know, there may be a
name you recognise amongst the
members.
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